The programs and universities below may be of particular interest to Global Studies majors.

Not all programs are Colby approved. Some may require a petition or a language pre-requisite.

Most universities and programs will have courses relevant to the Culture & Place, Theme or other GS concentration.

EXAMPLES OF FIELD-BASED AND THEME PROGRAMS

Worldwide: Many SIT programs
Sri Lanka: ISLE (Intercollegiate Sri Lanka Education)
India: South India Term Abroad (SITA) in Madurai
Thailand: People, Ecology, and Development in Chiang Mai, Thailand (ISDSI)
Botswana, Ecuador, Nepal: Pitzer College Study Abroad programs
Peru, Cambodia/Vietnam, Bhutan, Kenya/Tanzania, Australia/NZ, Turks and Caicos, Costa Rica: School for Field Studies (Environmental studies focus)

EXAMPLES OF UNIVERSITY-BASED PROGRAMS

Spain: Colby in Salamanca
France: Colby in Dijon (Fall only)
Italy: Boston University in Padova
South Africa: CIEE in Cape Town
Argentina: CIEE in Buenos Aires - Liberal Arts
Japan: Kansai Gaidai University: Asian Studies Program

EXAMPLES OF STUDY-CENTER PROGRAMS

Senegal: CIEE in Senegal - Language & Culture
India: The Alliance for Global Education in India (in Pune, Manipal or Varanasi)
China: The Alliance for Global Education in Beijing: Popular Culture and Social Change
The Alliance for Global Education in Xi’an: Globalization Then and Now: Xi’an and the Silk Road
Sweden: The Swedish Program
Germany: IES Freiburg: European Union

Not all courses taken in these programs/universities will qualify for credit towards the Global Studies major. Faculty approval is needed for each course.
EXAMPLES OF LANGUAGE INTENSIVE PROGRAMS

See language and area study opportunities.

EXAMPLES OF INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS

**Switzerland**: Smith College in Geneva internship track

**London, Dublin, Auckland, Dresden, Madrid, Paris, Sydney**: Boston University Internship programs

**Belgium**: American University in Belgium: European Union in Action

**China**
The Alliance for Global Education in Shanghai
CIEE Shanghai: Business, Language, and Culture

*Not all courses taken in these programs/universities will qualify for credit towards the Global Studies major. Faculty approval is needed for each course.*